
Azure Marketplace Offer

Introduction:
The Microsoft Azure Marketplace sells software and services that are either developed on
Microsoft's public cloud or are intended to work with it. Both Microsoft and its third-party
providers supply the goods and services that are offered through the Microsoft Azure
Marketplace.

Need:
At Salesken, we utilise Azure Marketplace to discover new leads and customers who wish to
enhance their sales by employing AI-based assistance.It assists in drawing potential
customers to the business and piquing their interest through nurturing, with the ultimate
objective of turning them into satisfied customers.

Subscription Process:
To subscribe to Salesken services via Azure Marketplace the user can follow these steps,

● Go to Azure Marketplace
● Login using valid credentials

http://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com


● Verify your identity using the OTP received



● After verifying the user will be redirected to this page

● Search “Salesken” on the search bar at the menu toolbar at the top of the page



● The Salesken card offers two options for users:

They can either directly click on "Get it now" to embark on their Salesken journey or
they can click on the "save for later" button, which adds the application to their
wishlist.

The "Starts at" column provides information to the user about the subscription price.

To begin their journey with the Salesken the user should follow the below-mentioned
steps,

● Click on the “Salesken” card
● The user will be redirected to this page



● The user can access all the information related to Salesken, including pricing details
and product ratings and reviews, on this page.

● When the user clicks on the "Get It Now" option, a pop-up will appear requesting
their permission for basic profile information.

● Click on the checkbox and press “Continue”
● Upon clicking Continue the user will be redirected to this page

→ This page provides the user with access to all the information about Salesken,
such as pricing details, product ratings, and reviews. Additionally, technical
information can be found under the "Usage Information + Support'' column.



Under Usage information the user can access information like:

1) Publisher ID: This is a unique identifier that represents an organization on
the Azure Marketplace. This ID is used to associate all of the offerings within
an organization.

2) Product ID: This is an identifier that represents a specific product or offering
that the organization has listed on the Azure Marketplace.

3) Plan ID: This is an identifier that represents a specific pricing plan for your
offering. There can be multiple pricing plan with different features and prices,
each plan is identified by a unique Plan Id

4) Support: For any inquiries regarding the product, pricing, and related
matters, the user may reach out to the Salesken Support team by clicking on
the “Support” button. The user will be redirected to the Salesken website
where they can either “book a demo” of the product or connect with the
“support team” at Salesken



● Click on the “Subscribe” button at the subscription page
● After clicking on subscribe button the user will be redirected to this page

→ On this page the user can access following details about the product,

1) Project Details: Project details include information about the Subscription
that the user has chosen and the related resource group. The user can
choose the resource group as per the product requirements

2) SaaS Details: SaaS details refers to the specific details and features of a
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offering listed on the Azure Marketplace. The
details provided encompass the user's name, subscription plan, billing
frequency and amount, subtotals, and a choice to opt for recurring billing
cycles.



● Select the Resource group accordingly as per your organisation settings.

● After adding the name under SaaS details column, click on “Review + Subscribe”
● The user will be redirected to this page:

● Click on the “Subscribe” option at the bottom of the page
● The following page will appear on the user’s screen



● Wait for some time for the subscription process to be completed
● Click on “Configure account now”
● The user will be redirected to the Subscription Activation screen

● Click on “Activate Subscription” to initiate the subscription
● Once the subscription has been activated the user will be redirected to the

Salesken’s “Onboarding Wizard”



● The organization will already be created and user will directly be redirected to the
“Integrations” page

Note: To access the further details on user onboarding flow, kindly refer to the following
document

User Onboarding Flow: Onboarding Doc
Azure Marketplace Video tutorial: Video Tutorial

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vk92Y8ZWR-GLfh5q1ngjqfatvAmSpt25eFpNRpOIBPM/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QgdeOMU1_aICTcQID4UIEPVfm9buWNYS/view?usp=sharing

